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B.A/B.Sc.5thSemester(Ilonours)Examination,2019(CBCS)
Subject: Mathematics

Paper: BMH5DSE22

(Portfolio OPtimization)

Time: 3 Hours
Tlte figtu'es in the margirt indicate^full-marks'

Candidates are requit ed to glve rcir'answers m their own words

as far as Practtcaote'

l. Answer alt) lrtt questions:

(a) Why return is an important consideradon for investment?

(b) Discuss the role of mutual funds'

(c) What is the usefulness of a round inresrment Plan?

(d) What is meant by portfolio dir ersification?

(e) Discuss the Dividend PolicY'

(fl ExPlain non-systematic risk'

(g) What is active portfolio management?

(h) Define tracking error of a portfolio'

(i) What is Benchmark portfolio risk?

() Distinguish between investment and gambling'

(k) What is random walk theory?

(l) What are the limitadons of portfolio risk estimation?

(m) What do you mean by beta of a portfolio?

(n) What does Markowitz portfolio theory suggest?

(o) What is portfolio optimization model?

2. Answer any four questions from the following:

Full Marks: 60

2x1O=70

5x4=20

(a) Explain the basics of Investment'

(b) What major factors must be considered when constructing a market index?

(c) Examine Arbitrage pricing model'

1dt Explain Markowitz theory of portfolio construction'

(ej What is an efficient market and distinguish the three Ievels of market efficiency?
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(f) An investor wants to buy stock from the pharma sector and he has collected the following

intbrmation:

In your opinion, which stock can the investor choose with respect to risk

) our allswer.

3. Anss er arv rw, questions from the following:

and return? JustifY

10x2=20

',i -..: r. :rr'icient market Hypothesis? Explarn in brief'

l.:.-n the construction of the optimal portfolio'

',\ ':: lri the basic assumptions of Arbitrage pricing theory? State its medts and demerits

S::;pote that there is an economy with just two assets' A and B' with details as described

..ior,. \or, asset c is added. will this change the optimal portfolio according to modern

:.nirrli!r theor\ L \1PT r') Justif-r' l our ans\\'er'
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